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installation 
video projection, copper plate 
HD video, silent, 3 min 
 
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/580675253 
Password: claudechamber2021 
 

The installation combines elements of moving image and printmaking. Its starting point is Claude 
glass, a black convex mirror named after the painter Claude Lorrain and used by 18th and 19th 
century painters and travellers for viewing landscapes. The dark mirror surface produced an image 
with limited tonal range allowing looking at the environment as if it were a painting.  

The installation consists of a copper plate and a time series video. The 3-minute HD video depicts 
the sunset as reflected on the windows of a building in the center of Helsinki.  The video was filmed 
during a single day in March 2020 from the surface of a mirror made of a hand-polished copper 
plate. In the installation, the resulting video is projected to the exhibition space reflected via the 
same copper plate from which it was filmed. The projected image becomes distorted and spatial.  

The form of the mirror imitates the shape of a hatch in the wall of the gallery where it was filmed. 

The reflective surface has been produced by a process of hand polishing.  It is a result of handwork - 
imperfect and living. In the video, the sunlight advancing on its surface reveals its materiality.  

The installation is a result of a two-year co-operation between two artists. It has been displayed 
once in a solo exhibition taking place in Gallery G, Helsinki in January 2021. 

The installation requires a dark space and a FullHD projector of minimum 2400 ANSI LUMEN 
installed in vertical orientation. The distance from the mirror to the projection surface (wall) is 
about 5.5 m and the width of the projection is about 1.5 m. 

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/580675253


 

Installation view (Photo: Aukusti Heinonen) 

 

 

Installation view (Photo: Aukusti Heinonen) 



 

 

Detail: Projection on a copper plate installed on the wall 

 

Detail: Projector setup in the installation in Gallery G in Helsinki 



 

 

Approximate projection distances in Gallery G in Helsinki 


